SAMARIT products are designed to facilitate the transfer without using a lot of effort, this making the work easier for the carers and kinder to their backs.
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High quality standards
SAMARIT transfer aids have:
• Design patents
• 2 years warranty

www.samarit.com
SAMARIT sliding boards are Nursing aids for moving a seated patient with limited forces from the middle or edge of the bed to a wheelchair, a car seat or a toilet. Here the patient may not be able to stand but can change position when sitting independently or with the help of a healthcare professional.

While the smooth surface reduces friction resistance to a minimum, non-slip adhesive strips ensure that the GLIDEBOARD doesn’t slip away. The GLIDEBOARD is made of an unbreakable material, is acid-resistant and easy to clean and disinfect. A non-slip adhesive strip enables it to be positioned safely on the bed, wheelchair, car seat or other seating options. Five versions are available for different purposes.

The SAMARIT GLIDEBOARD range has been developed for special use with the support of therapists.

GLIDEBOARD
SLIDING BOARD / SEATED TRANSFER

Curved GLIDEBOARD
The Great
The Biggest
Selfglide
Tetraglide

- Unbreakable
- Sliding surfaces
- Non slide sticker
- Lightweight
- Left/right usable
- Instruction for use
- CE mark
- 2 years warranty

Gap < 30 cm / 12 inch, SWL* = 150 kg
Gap < 20 cm / 8 inch, SWL* = 180 kg
Greater mobility with GLIDEBOARD

Seated transfer for care stations, therapy centers and home care.

This sliding board makes it easier for healthcare professionals to transfer patients from the middle of the bed to a wheelchair, to the toilet, to the car seat or a chair.

**THE BIGGEST**
Order No. 476.0102
UDI/GTIN 7640144460921

- Size: 100 x 34 cm / 39 x 13 inch
- SWL*: 220 kg / 485 lbs
- Weight: 2.9 kg / 6.4 lbs
- Material: HDPE

This sliding board makes it easier for healthcare professionals to transfer patients from edge of the bed to a wheelchair. The product is used mainly today to transfer patients from wheelchairs into large vehicles (SUVs etc.).

**THE GREAT**
Order No. 476.0080
UDI/GTIN 7640144460938

- Size: 80 x 33 cm / 32 x 13 inch
- SWL*: 220 kg / 485 lbs
- Weight: 2.6 kg / 5.7 lbs
- Material: HDPE

The original GLIDEBOARD «Banana» sliding board is a very tried and tested classic from Switzerland, developed with therapists by SAMARIT and patented as a design. This sliding board is often used in particular to enable sedentary patients to transfer independently to wheelchairs, car seats or chairs.

**CURVED GLIDEBOARD**
Order No. 476.0012
UDI/GTIN 7640144460945

- Size: 68 x 23 cm / 27 x 9 inch
- SWL*: 200 kg / 440 lbs
- Weight: 1.2 kg / 2.6 lbs
- Material: HDPE

This sliding board is used mainly by patients who can transfer themselves under their own steam.

**SELFGLIDE**
Order No. 476.0050
UDI/GTIN 7640144460952

- Size: 50 x 21 cm / 20 x 8 inch
- SWL*: 180 kg / 397 lbs
- Weight: 0.8 kg / 1.8 lbs
- Material: HDPE

This sliding board has been specially developed for paraplegic patients. The carer can move the patient safely onto the sliding board without lifting thanks to its unique fish tail. It is characterised by the ease with which the patient can be sat upon, by the manner in which it can be inserted from both sides and is utilised for transfer bed – chair – toilet, etc.

**TETRAGLIDE**
Order No. 476.0863
UDI/GTIN 7640144460969

- Size: 63 x 23 cm / 25 x 9 inch
- SWL*: 200 kg / 440 lbs
- Weight: 1.1 kg / 2.4 lbs
- Material: HDPE

This Sit-On Monofil Sliding-Towel makes it easy to slide onto the sliding board without clothing. It is used by healthcare professionals and also by the patients themselves. Usually it is used with the Curved, Selfglide and Tetratlgide. The monofil glide belt is suitable for baths, showers or the toilet.

**Sit-On Monofil Sliding-Towel**
Order No. 476.0200
UDI/GTIN 7640144460976

- Size: 30 x 45 cm / 12 x 18 inch
- Material: Nylon fabric

*SWL = Safe Weight Limit
Moving & Handling Slings

Handling slings are specially manufactured, upholstered cushion are for supporting a move.

**PAT-SLING**

**PULL-UP SLING**
Order No. 450.0195
UDI/GTIN 7640144461003

In the nursing sector, the Pat-Sling is a versatile aid and very easy and safe in application. Its permit utilisation for large as well as for slim patients (up to 120 kg).

Size: 20 x 50 cm / 8 x 20 inch
SWL*: 120 kg / 265 lbs
Weight: 0.5 kg / 1.1 lbs
Material: Nylon fabric reinforced with double hand grips

**PULL-UP 6**

**LIFTING AND MOVING SLING**
Order No. 450.5106
UDI/GTIN 7640144461010

The Samarit Pull-Up 6 – Lifting and Moving Sling

Lifting in the bed: The patient can easily be brought onto the Pull-Up by turning the patient onto his/her side. Two people can easily carry out the moving or lifting-up of the patient without the use of much strength. The grey, slide-resistant foam material serves for safe positioning of the patient.

Size: 50 x 150 cm / 20 x 59 inch
SWL*: 150 kg / 330 lbs
Weight: 1 kg / 2.2 lbs
Material: Nylong fabric reinforced, hand grips (6)

**SLIDE-UP WIDE**

**MOVING GLIDE MATTRESS**
Order No. 450.5110
UDI/GTIN 7640144461027

Samarit Slide-Up wide – Moving Glide Mattress possesses a wider upper portion which surrounds the upper body and can be held together by a nurse with one hand. This permits the patient to be brought safely into a seated position and moved.

Size: 100 / 50 x 100 cm / 39 / 20 x 39 inch
SWL*: 150 kg / 330 lbs
Weight: 1.6 kg / 3.5 lbs
Material: Nylon fabric with wide backpart to hold patient with one hand, two strong handles on each side.

**GLIDEBELT**

Order No. 450.2100
UDI/GTIN 7640144461041
Order No. 450.2200
UDI/GTIN 7640144461058
Order No. 450.2300
UDI/GTIN 7640144461065

GLIDEBELT helps to position the slideboards under heavy patients

- **Small**: 72 - 90 cm / 28 - 35 inch
- **Medium**: 88 - 106 cm / 35 - 42 inch
- **Large**: 104 - 122 cm / 41 - 48 inch

**ONE-WAY SLIDE CUSHION**

Order No. 450.4060
UDI/GTIN 7640144461034

The SAMARIT Seat One-way Slide cushion only slides in one direction. It allows healthcare professionals to pull a patient who has slipped forward back to the correct sitting position with little effort.

It is ideally suited for use in rehabilitation clinics, care homes and care at home.

Size: 45 x 42 cm / 18 x 17 inch
Weight: 0.8 kg / 1.8 lbs
Material: Tissue with one-slide, Top PU-textile grey coating

*SWL = Safe Weight Limit
Turnplate / Turn cushion / Transfer sheets

Nursing aids for professionals

Aid for controlled rotation, standing and seated patient transfer in clinics, nursing homes and care homes.

The SAMARIT Turnplate is ideally suited to a controlled rotation of the patient when standing up.

Size: Ø 30 / 40 cm, Ø 12 / 16 inch, 8 mm / 0.3 inch high only
Weight: 0.5 kg / 1.1 lbs
Material: ABS / Teflon, blue

**TURNPLATE 30**
Order No. 480.0100
UDI/GTIN 7640144461089

The safest way to rotate a patient is when the helper puts his right foot in the middle of the Turnplate and the patient places his feet to the right and left of it.

Size: Ø 38 / 49 cm, Ø 15 / 19 inch, 8 mm / 0.3 inch high only
Weight: 0.6 kg / 1.3 lbs
Material: ABS / Teflon, blue

**TURNPLATE 38**
Order No. 480.0380
UDI/GTIN 7640144461072

Limited stock

The SAMARIT BIG bariatric Turnplate is particularly suitable for a controlled rotation of overweight patients. The safest way to rotate a patient is when the helper puts his right foot in the middle of the turn plate and the patient places his feet to the right and left of it.

Size: Ø 41 / 54 cm, Ø 15 / 21 inch, 7 mm / 0.28 inch high only
Weight: 0.8 kg / 1.7 lbs
Material: ABS / Teflon, blue, full-scale anti-slip coating

**BIG-TURNPLATE**
Order No. 480.0400
UDI/GTIN 7640144461096

The SAMARIT Turn Cushion is often used to rotate a patient so they can sit on a car seat, a chair or an armchair. It makes it easier to swing the legs round and thus makes it possible to stand up safely from the sitting position. It is ideally suited for use in the domestic sector.

Size: Ø 38 cm / Ø 15 inch
Weight: 0.12 kg / 0.26 lbs
Material: Antimicrobial surface, Biocompatibility DIN 10993-5, Flameretardant, blue

**SEAT & CHAIR TURN CUSHION**
Order No. 480.1038
UDI/GTIN 7640144461102

The SAMARIT turnplates are characterized by handiness, easy cleaning, safety and longevity.
Therapeutic Bed Toppers

The Samarit Mobicare Bed Topper has been developed to ease the nursing of longterm bedridden patients and is manufactured from non-irritant and fire retardant materials. Mobilise / turn patient easy to avoid pressure source.

The mobile Samarit Minicare Bed Topper cushion is small, handy and universal to use. The Minicare is used for the gentle moving and positioning in the bed. Patients who can no longer move themselves without assistance are helped by Samarit Minicare to greater mobility and independence.

**Mobicare**

Mobilise / turn patient easy to avoid pressure source

Size: 90 x 195 cm / 35 x 77 inch  
SWL*: 150 kg / 331 lbs  
Material: with one side incontinent-proof 200 g/m2 hollowfibre  
Order No. 450.0195  
UDI/GTIN 7640144460990

**Minicare**

Mobilise in bed

Size: 60 x 60 cm / 24 x 24 inch breathable tissue  
SWL*: 100 kg / 220 lbs  
Material: Microfibre yellow  
Order No. 450.0260  
UDI/GTIN 7640144460983
### CareGLIDE Model «1»
(Border red)
Order No. 450.0070
UDI/GTIN 7640144461112

**Application:** Seated movements to the bedside, 90° rotation, small movements, sitting up in bed.

**Size:** 70 x 70 cm / 28 x 28 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

### CareGLIDE Model «2»
(Border yellow)
Order No. 450.0100
UDI/GTIN 7640144461126

**Application:** Right/left reclining movement, upper body on the side, turning patient into side position.

**Size:** 100 x 80 cm / 39 x 32 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

### CareGLIDE Model «3»
(Border yellow)
Order No. 450.0130
UDI/GTIN 7640144461133

**Application:** Right/left reclining movement of whole body, turning patient into side position, moving for replacing bed linen.

**Size:** 130 x 100 cm / 51 x 39 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

### CareGLIDE Model «4»
(Border red)
Order No. 450.0180
UDI/GTIN 7640144461140

**Application:** Right/left reclining movement, upper/lower sitting or reclining movement, transfer to bedside or wheelchair.

**Size:** 110 x 80 cm / 43 x 32 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

### CareGLIDE Model «5»
(Border yellow)
Order No. 450.1310
UDI/GTIN 7640144461157

**Application:** For heavyweight patients. Moving in bed to upper/lower reclining and sitting position, transfer bed / bed with the aid of 2 persons and pull sheet for very heavy patients, transfer / moving of spine damaged patients in bed.

**Size:** 130 x 100 cm / 51 x 39 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

### CareGLIDE Model «6»
(Border yellow)
Order No. 450.7180
UDI/GTIN 7640144461164

**Application:** For heavyweight patients. Transfer bed / bed with the aid of 2 persons and pull sheet for very heavy patients, transfer / moving of spine damaged patients in bed.

**Size:** 180 x 70 cm / 71 x 28 inch  
**Material:** 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free
CareGLIDE Tubular Sheets for controlled move and rotation in bed.

CareGLIDE
TRANSFER SHEETS / TUBULAR SHEETS
FLAT SHEETS

CareGLIDE Moving Set
Flat Sheets / Tubular Sheet
Order No. 450.3160
UDI/GTIN 7640144461164

CareGLIDE Flat Sheet
Order No. 450.3162
UDI/GTIN 7640144461171
Order No. 450.3163
UDI/GTIN 7640144461188

Moving Set consisting:
Size:
- 1 x 60 x 170 cm, 1 x 24 x 67 inch with handles
- 1 x 60 x 170 cm, 1 x 24 x 67 inch without handles
- 1 x 55 x 65 cm, 1 x 22 x 26 inch, tube

Material: 2-fold silicone coated, PE fabric, skin-friendly, top slidable, washable 74°, latex-free

High quality standards
Samarit transfer aids have:
- Design patents
- 2 years warranty

www.samarit.com